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Introduction: This study presents a multi-objective Venusian mission architecture. Its aim is to offer multiple “customers” (research institute, university, private company) a service to

transport their payload to a study target located on Venus without having to design a complete space mission. In order to facilitate the interfacing, the payloads meet the cubesat

format from 1U to 12U.

In comparison to a traditional mission focusing on some experience, a multi-customer’s transport mission allows the researcher to propose directly the experiences answering their

questions. This would allow a single mission to generate many publications across a variety of domains.

The targets proposed by the mission are a Helio-centric orbit, a High Venusian orbit, a Low Venusian orbit, an atmospheric entry near Phoebe Regio or an atmospheric entry on a

point selected by the customer.

This study presents the design of the transport platform, the distribution of costs per unit cubesat according to the target selected by the customer, management of the

communications.

Cubesat mission philosophy
The idea of applying the cubesat economic
model to the interplanetary. It is complementary
to the classic selection model which allows the
resources of a "mission maker" (space agency) to
be concentrated to precisely answer the priority
question. Here the idea is that each laboratory
provides part of the funding and a payload to
answer (briefly) their questions. As the funding is
not provided by the maker mission, the role can
be taken over by a company or an association. Classic selection model Cubsat model

launcher
The mass in Trans-Venus
Injection is 1.5 t. It is in
the capacity of a medium
launcher.

Targets Définition Scentific activies Remarks

Heliocentric Heliocentric orbit 
(108Gm x 107Gm 7.8°)

-Sun observation
-NEO tracking
-Interferometry

Payloads to drop before the Venus flyby. It remains in a heliocentic orbit benefit from a significant
distance from the earth and Venus.

HVO High Venus Orbit 
(66Mm x 250km 90°)

-Communication relay
-Atmosphere observation
-Balloons localization
-Magnetism

The payloads are in an eccentric orbit with 24 hours period. They benefit from a long time of
observation on one side of the planet. several payloads can be interplanetary communication relays for
other payloads on and around Venus.

Skimming High Venus Orbit 
(66Mm x 90km 90°)

-High atmosphere analysis The payloads “skims” the upper layers of the atmosphere at each pass to analyze their composition and
density.

LVO Low Venus Orbit 
(250km x 250km 90°)

-Atmosphere observation
-Radar observation

In a circular orbit, the payloads can perform constant close-up observation. separated into two
categories. the free LVO which are released and the fixed LVO which remains in on the platform.

Initial 
capsule

Atmospheric entry 
above phoebe regio

(31°S 87°W)

-Balloon, probe, lander
-Atmosphere chemistry and dynamic
-Surface morphology and chemistry
-Seismography

In order to lighten the probe for orbit insertion, atmospheric or surface payloads not seeking a precise
point are in a large capsule to be drop during the approach to Venus. Given the orbital mechanics, the
landing point will be towards phoebe regio.

Targeted 
capsules

Atmospheric entry 
above the selectable 

point

-Surface morphology and chemistry
-Seismography
-Vulcanology

payloads wanting to land on a specific point, must wait until the probe is in low orbit to be drop at the
right time. they are installed in a small capsule.

Targets
The main role of the vesper
platform is to transport the
payloads to targets requested
by the customers. Even if each
target is to be negotiated, we
can already define a list of orbit
and atmospheric entry point of
particular interest. Since the
Vesper platform finished in low
orbit, some observation
payloads intended for the LVO
can remain fixed there in order
to benefit from attitude control,
power supply and direct
communications.

Transit (T -5month): the
probe is launched on a
transfer from Hohmann to
Venus with a flyby at
10,000km from the surface.

First correction (T -72H):
Release of the interplanetary
payload before a trajectory
correction (Dv = 45 m/s)
allowing the periapsis of the
flyby to be reduced to 75 km.

Second correction (T -24H) : 
Release of the initial capsule 
before a trajectory correction 
(Dv = 5 m / s) allowing to 
enhance the periapsis of the 
flyby at 250 km.

Injection into orbit (T 0): the 
probe slows down (Dv = 771 
m / s) at periapsis to have an 
apoapsis at 66,000km. during 
this time the initial probe 
enters the atmosphere. 

Third correction (T +12H): 
release of the HVO payloads 
before a trajectory correction 
(Dv = 11 m / s) to reduce the 
periapse to 90 km.

Airbrake (T +24H to T
+3month): Release of the
payloads skimming before a
succession of air brakes in 3
months to lower the apoapsis
to 250km.

Circularization (T +3month): 
Circularization of the orbit (Dv 
= 50 m / s) at 250 km

Orbital activities (T +3month
to T+23month): Release of
LVO payloads and targeted
capsules. the probe maintains
its attitude to allow the
observation of fixed payloads.

Timeline

Initial capsule 
(216 units)

targeted capsules 
(4x 25 units)

-Z disperser (198 units) 

+Y disperser (100 units) 

Solar panel 

Parabolic 
antenna

Tanks and pressurized 
compartment

Aerodynamic panels (4) 

Main engine

-Y disperser 
(100 units) 

+X face
Steerable(2 axis) parabolic antenna 
for communications with the Earth

+Y and –Y faces
Lateral dispersers (100 cubsat units each) primarily 

for interplanetary, HVO or skimmer payloads

+Z face
Main engine (750N 320s) and aerodynamic 

panels for airbrakes. 

-X face
Steerable (1 axe) solar panel 

(600W) for supply of plateforme 
and fixed payloads

Inner volume
Hypergolic propellant tank (245kg) and service 

equipements. 

-Z face
Capsule support and main disperser (198 
cubsat units) usable after initial capsule 

release. primarily for fixed and LVO payloads

X

YZ

Attitude control in Venus orbit
• -Z axis pointed at Venus: allows observation of the planet by the fixed payload of the main disperser
• Sun on the YZ plane: allows the solar panel to be correctly exposed by rotating only on the X axis
• Earth in the hemisphere + X: allows the parabolic antenna (mobile on 2 axes) to point to the Earth.

Platform design
The spatial component of the mission is to constitute the payloads (provided by the customers) and the platform (provided by the
mission makers) which has the role of delivered on their target orbit or on the correct entry trajectory (for the capsules ).
in launch configuration, the platform is presented as a 1.2x1.44x0.86m paralelepiped. 3 faces are allocated to the payloads with
cubsat dispersers (398 units in total) and capsule attachment points (5 containing a total of 316 units). The other 3 sides are assigned
to the services function. The distribution of roles by side is presented below.

Cost by unit
We try to distribute the cost of the mission per cubsat unit (defined as 0.1m x 0.1m x 0.1m 1.3kg) according to this 
target. This is the cost for the mission maker and not the selling price of the "ticket" to the customer. Depending on 
the type of mission maker, the price can be lower (space agency wanting to stimulate these laboratories), equal 
(non-profit association) or higher (private company seeking to make a profit) to the cost. The price will also vary 
depending on the occupancy rate, insurance or business approach.
Numbers in italics are arbitrary values used for calculations.
To define cost, we divide the mission into steps, the overall cost of which is defined to divide it by unit participating 
in the step. To simplify, the costs are divided into 4 categories:
• Launch (75 M$): cost of the TVI launch service fully charged to the first step.
• Propulsion (20M$): cost of the propulsion unit (engines, propellants, tanks, control, etc.). It is divided for each 

step in proportion to the Dv it provides.
• Platform (30M$): cost of the platform (excluding propulsion unit) and service communications (telemetry, not 

scientific). It is distributed in proportion to the duration of the step over the initial planned duration of the 
mission. This duration includes the transit to Venus (5 months), the airbrake (3 months), and a sidereal half-day 
(121 days), i.e. the time necessary, from a polar orbit, to fly over the entire surface of the planet.

• Shield: Production cost of the initial capsule (5M$) and the targeted capsules (1,5M$ for the 4). The cost is 
distributed between the units integrated into the capsule. moreover, in order not to impose the cost of 
transporting the capsules on the units not using them, the atmospheric unit is assigned a notion of unit 
equivalent (Units(eq) = 1 + CB with CB the shield mass per payload mass, CB=0.5 for initial capsule and CB=0.3 for 
targeted capsules).

Steps Units 
(eq)

Payloads release (nb units) Dv (m/s) 
Tot: 881

Duration 
(days) Tot: 369

Cost of 
step (M$)

Cost by 
units (k$)

Transit 842 Interplanetary (70) launch 152.5 87.40 103.8

First correction 772 Initial capsules (210) 45 2 1.18 1.5

Injection into orbit 457 HVO (110) 776 1 17.70 38.7

Third correction 347 Skimming (20) 107 0.5 0.28 0.8

Airbrake and 
circularization

327 LVO free (140) and targeted 
capsules(90) 

50 91.5 8.56 26.2

Orbital activites 70 LVO fixed (70) 121.5 9.88 141.1

Transport cost by step

Capsule transport cost

Capsule cost

Communication management
For mass savings, the majority of payloads will not have a direct means of communication with the earth. In
addition, this has a problem of congestion of the ground stations. Relays (cf. mars cube one) must be released in
HVO in order to benefit from good visibility on the earth and a hemisphere of Venus. The platform, LVO payloads
and atmospheric balloons can also be equipped as communication relays.
For more flexibility in the economic model, the transport service can be decorrelated from the communication
management under the responsibility of a communication operator (a space agency network, a private company or
an amateur radio association) separate or not from the mission maker. This communication operator finances the
relay and the ground stations. this operator can then sell communication slots to different customers as needed.


